MISSISSIPPI ICE RAIDS TWO YEARS LATER:
INCREASED STRAINS AND SHRINKING HOPE
A Report by the Mississippi Center for Justice
Summary
Two years after ICE raids of poultry processing plants in central Mississippi, our clients and
their families face longer delays for hearings and deeper uncertainty over the few rays of hope
for immigration reform emerging from the Biden Administration. Meanwhile, still not one senior
executive of a poultry corporation targeted by the raids faces a single charge. Instead, the local
managers of one plant are headed to trial while the owner and the manager of an employee
services contractor have pled guilty. The speed with which these cases are processed
contrasts sharply with the protracted delay faced by our clients and others like them for
individual hearings on their claims, 90% of which still are not scheduled or anticipated to be
scheduled two years after the raids.
These protracted delays take their toll. An estimated 230 people arrested in the raids have
been removed due to prior immigration orders or other causes. Another estimated 400 people
await their hearings under increasing strains from continued poverty, a new wave of COVID
infections and fear of physical attacks in their communities. These households are
impoverished, anxious, and trapped in an overburdened legal process with no clear path
forward. To achieve meaningful justice for these vulnerable and exploited people, federal
officials must do the following:
● Overhaul the unjust immigration removal system.
● Provide relief to Mississippians languishing for years in removal proceedings.
● Prosecute the corporations who recruit and exploit immigrant labor.
Discussion – Problems and Recommendations
Overhaul the unjust immigration removal system.
MCJ’s first-anniversary report outlined the increasingly unjust deportation machine into which
the raids thrust hundreds of Mississippians. Since August 2019, the immigration courts’
already severe backlog has grown 30% to 1.3 million cases—largely a holdover from the
skyrocketing immigration arrests under the Trump administration coupled with pandemicrelated closures.1 While the Biden administration has taken some steps in the right direction,
the systemic evils remain in our immigration court system. These include the lack of appointed
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legal counsel or adequate translation for indigenous languages, disregard of basic due process
requirements, and a pervasive and nearly-always unreviewable pattern of rejecting credible
statements that would justify immigration or asylum status. Therefore, we continue our call for
a complete overhaul of the immigration court system that ensures fairness, justice, and
representation for people--including the hundreds of raids victims who still remain in the United
States--facing permanent separation from their families, friends, and homes.
The Biden administration has implemented some meaningful policies that will undoubtedly
benefit many raids-impacted Mississippians. For one, Attorney General Garland vacated
opinions from Trump Attorneys General that gutted protections for people seeking protection
from domestic violence, gang violence, and violence based on family membership.2 For
another, President Biden has reinstated prosecutorial discretion, enabling people to seek
termination of their deportation cases who are not deemed “enforcement priorities” due to their
length of residence in the U.S., ties to the U.S., and good moral character (such as many
Mississippians arrested in the raids).3
Yet these reforms simply restore the status quo prior to the Trump administration.
Prosecutorial discretion, while welcome, carries its own cost, as it often revokes the
opportunity to receive work authorization and an immigration status. Meanwhile, the
immigration courts remain packed with anti-immigrant appointees; overwhelmed judges face
pressure to ignore evidence and claims; and the vast majority of immigrants face deportation
without government-appointed counsel.4
Even as we provide individual case representation, MCJ remains engaged in pursuit of
systemic reforms in our immigration system: the creation of truly independent immigration
courts that are not a component of the Department of Justice, an enhanced commitment to
people seeking protection from persecution and torture, the elimination of civil immigration
detention, universal representation, and strengthened due process protections for people
facing deportation.

Provide relief to Mississippians languishing for years in removal proceedings.
Two years later, the perils have only intensified here for communities targeted by the raids,
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even if the eyes of the nation may have moved on to other stories. While the handful of poultry
plant middle-managers charged on the first anniversary of the raids are either pleading out or
approaching trial, raids victims are struggling to stay afloat in their lives as they remain trapped
in the overwhelmed and systemically unjust immigration courts described above. Over 90
percent over our clients have yet to receive their individual removal hearing dates. In the
meantime, they face extraordinary barriers--no immigration status, confusion over the public
charge rule and access to medical care, and even violent, opportunistic attacks. The United
States has the responsibility to step forward to provide relief and protection to these
Mississippians waiting years for their day in court.
As COVID continued to spike in Mississippi and nationwide this past year, fears about the
public charge rule and its immigration consequences--vastly expanded under the Trump
administration in 2019--prevented many raids victims from seeking critical public benefits and
healthcare for eligible family members as they await the resolution of their cases. The 2019
expansion of the public charge rule broadly expanded who could be denied a family-based
green card on the basis of the past, current, or likely future use of government benefits.
But while this rule primarily impacts individuals seeking green cards through family, it had--and
continues to have--a broad chilling effect, especially on raids-impacted families. The nearly
700 people who were arrested were, in many cases, the only economic support for their
families. Of the people who have been released, most have ankle bracelets and cannot leave
to work. They are fearful of applying for basic assistance, like SNAP and EBT, for their US
citizen children because they are afraid that doing so will worsen their chances for an
immigration status in the future. In fact, in a survey that our Community Organizer, Nancy
Sanchez, conducted with 100 raids victims in late 2020, she found that only 2 families had
enrolled their US citizen children for SNAP and EBT. Eighty-nine had enrolled their minor US
citizen children in Medicaid. No families received assistance in TANF or Section 8 assistance.
Even after the Biden administration repealed the rule in March 2021, its chilling effect has
remained for many--not only in terms of accessing public benefits, but also COVID-related
vaccinations and other healthcare.5 Thanks to funding from the Protecting Immigrant Families
campaign, MCJ has engaged in 5 in-person presentations, distributed flyers at 5 businesses
and COVID vaccination events, and conducted one virtual outreach event in conjunction with
the Mississippi Immigrant Rights Alliance to inform Mississippians about the termination of the
expanded rule. While this outreach is meaningful, the government must do more to educate
Mississippi immigrants about the safety of accessing life-saving public benefits and healthcare.
This is particularly true as Mississippi experiences a spike in Delta-variant COVID infections.
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A series of deadly and violent attacks over the past year targeted Latino families in Canton-many of whom had survived the raids. Last winter, armed robbers broke into the home of an
MCJ raids client and additionally murdered a pregnant woman and her brother. 6 This spring,
an early-morning armed crime spree left another MCJ client dead in a trailer park minutes from
downtown Canton.7 Two other families that morning, including another MCJ client, survived
aggravated assaults that they reported to local law enforcement. Community members confirm
fears that these are targeted attacks: “Basically mostly why Hispanics are targeted is because
they think because we are very hard-working, they think we have more money,” said a close
family friend of one of the victims. She added, “We are not all safe over here. It seems that
everywhere we go there’s danger, you can’t escape the danger.”8 These families provided
statements and opened themselves up for further assistance in the criminal investigation. MCJ
attorneys worked with the Madison County Sheriff Department and Canton Police Department
to obtain their support in sponsoring the survivors and qualifying family members to petition for
U-Nonimmigrant Status, a particular form of immigration protection available to victims of crime
that support in the criminal investigations. We also enlisted the assistance of El Pueblo, and
immigration services provider based in Biloxi, to provide additional U visa support. But many
raids victims continue to live in fear of their very lives while they await their day in court.
The Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals, or DACA, program could have provided relief to
some raids victims and their families facing removal, but this option is now off the table for
initial applications, due to a Texas federal court decision in a challenge brought by Mississippi
and several other states. DACA provides a work permit, social security number and temporary
reprieve from deportation. Young undocumented Mississippians were able to obtain this
quasi-status during six of the past nine years. In the latest attack on the program, on July 16,
2021, a federal judge in Texas barred the US government from accepting new applications.9
This decision will cripple Dreamers in Mississippi, barring many from obtaining driver’s
licenses, obtaining in-state tuition, and accessing higher education altogether. In the months
prior to this decision, MCJ, in partnership with pro bono counsel, launched an innovative DACA
intake and representation process using a smart phone app.10
These issues make clear that local, state, and federal governments must act to protect
immigrant Mississippians waiting in limbo as their removal cases remain pending. The federal
government must disseminate information, by supporting trusted community partners, about
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the termination of the expanded public charge rule to impacted communities. State and local
governments must ensure that all Mississippians--regardless of real or perceived immigration
status--remain safe in their homes and communities. We also call on Congress to pass longterm immigration solutions, providing an immigration status, protection, and much-needed
certainty to undocumented Mississippians.
Prosecute the major players who recruit and exploit immigrant labor.
A stark contrast between the prosecution of employers and workers remains, highlighting the
poultry companies’ gross exploitation of immigrant labor. Despite the arrest of hundreds of
immigrant workers, the Department of Justice has not gone beyond the prosecution of a
handful of poultry plant middle managers and human resources personnel that it announced
last year.11 Of the four indicted, two have pleaded guilty and two are awaiting trial.12
Yet those indictments and other surrounding investigations tell a much larger story of certain
company executives’ ruthless exploitation of undocumented immigrant workers. Arrest
warrants and indictments of the dozens of workers arrested on August 7 indicate that
companies knew many of their workers were undocumented (some even wore ankle monitors)
and that they frequently knowingly hired workers under aliases and with false Social Security
numbers.13 Court documents additionally show that an indicted hiring and payroll manager
received fifteen percent of the salaries of each person she recruited.14 In November 2020, the
Department of Labor’s independent investigation into Peco Foods, Koch Foods, and Pearl
River Foods uncovered at least $45,719 in unpaid back wages to 129 employees and child
labor.15
These exploitative practices stem not from four “rogue” employees. Instead, they make clear
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that exploitation of immigrants was embedded within the operational culture of the businesses,
reaching to the top. This situation exposes the glaring inequalities, hypocrisy, and abuse in our
country’s immigration system. The government must hold these companies--including their
senior executives--accountable to the fullest extent of the law to ensure that this exploitation
cannot continue.
________________________
This report was prepared by Amelia McGowan, Immigration Campaign Director, and Max
Meyers, Staff Attorney, with support from Reilly Morse, General Counsel of the Mississippi
Center for Justice. Our appreciation goes out to our partners in the Immigration Legal
Coalition, ACLU of Mississippi, attorney Jeremy Jong, New Orleans, MacArthur Justice Center
at the University of Mississippi, El Pueblo, Mississippi Immigrant Rights Alliance, Southeast
Immigrant Rights Network, and the Southern Poverty Law Center. Thanks also to our pro bono
volunteer attorneys, to the Mississippi Access to Justice Commission, and to We the Action for
your support. Finally, we thank and pay tribute to our many community organizing partners
including the Immigration Alliance for Justice and Equity.
For more information on our Immigration Law Campaign, or to volunteer or donate to the work
of the Mississippi Center for Justice, please go to the following links.
Immigration Campaign information is here.
Information on how to get involved with our work is here.
Donate to the Immigration Campaign (specify immigration in your donation) here.
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